Solutions

Agent Assist
Add intelligence to every call and easily support
executive decision-making. Really.

Agent Assist
At-a-glance

Extend the reporting features in TASKE with more ways to
measure your performance.

You can:

Every call center is unique, and so is every customer. With this in mind, TASKE

are calling

Agent Assist gives your call center alternative ways to assess performance and
customer satisfaction. Building on TASKE Contact’s impressive 150+ standard
reports, Agent Assist broadens your view of your call center, giving you deeper
insights into agents and their activities, and your callers’ behaviors, reasons for
contacting you and their preferences.

Find out why your customers

Relieve agents from making
individual handwritten notes
about call information
Customize with as many codes
as needed

>> Agents log why a customer is calling

Avoid errors from the

>> Up to 10 levels of detail

the telephone keypad

>> Every level is customizable

Analyze what types of calls

traditional manual entry on

require longer handle times

>> Levels can cascade or operate independently
>> Reports analyze customer call patterns and trends
Decisions made easy.

An Add-On to TASKE Desktop

That’s
TASKE Agent Assist.

TASKE’s Agent Assist is a simple yet powerful tool offered as an add-on for
TASKE Desktop Advanced. You can easily identify a customer and the nature
of their call. Reliable information about the nature of incoming calls offers you
a unique opportunity to quickly pinpoint problem areas of the business, and
respond accordingly.

TASKE Agent Assist
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Extend your reporting to maximize your organization
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Enhance your TASKE experience
How it Works
Using a keypad to type in codes is often inaccurate
and unreliable. TASKE Agent Assist uses TASKE
Desktop to automatically display a screen on the
agent’s desktop as soon as a call is answered from
the queue.

>>Agents select from options configured for your
unique company’s needs. For example, a car
company can configure select lists for the make,
model, year and type of issue a customer is
having with a vehicle.

>>The popup is activated for every call until the
agent logs off of TASKE Desktop.

The Reports
Supervisors have access to the administrative and reporting
areas of the add-on, with the ability to check for agent
compliance. Customize with up to 10 levels of detail to
classify calls and your customer’s reasons for calling. Each
level can optionally include a field for additional data entry
such as a part number.

>>Compliance shows which agents are coding calls
>>Report the number of calls for each code combination and
duration of the various calls

>>Obtain detailed report of code combinations including caller
ANI, call duration and entered comments for coded calls

>>Share these reports with company executives and
stakeholders

Available as a service to these TASKE Software Suites:
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This document is provided to you for informational purposes only. The information is
believed by TASKE Technology to be accurate as of the date of its publication, and is subject
to change without notice. TASKE Technology assumes no responsibility for any errors or
omissions in this document and shall have no obligation to you as a result of having made
this document available to you or based upon the information it contains. Not all telephone
systems support the full functionality of TASKE Call Management Solutions. Contact TASKE
Technology Inc. for more information. TASKE is a registered trademark of TASKE Technology
Inc. All brand names and product names are trade names, service marks, trademarks, or
registered trademarks of their respective holders.
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